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Comparison of image quality between spectral photon-counting CT
and dual-layer CT for the evaluation of lung nodules:
a phantom study
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Abstract
Objectives To evaluate the image quality (IQ) of a spectral photon-counting CT (SPCCT) using filtered back projection (FBP)
and hybrid iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms (iDose4), in comparison with a dual-layer CT (DLCT) system, and to choose
the best image quality according to the IR level for SPCCT.
Methods Two phantoms were scanned using a standard lung protocol (120 kVp, 40mAs) with SPCCT and DLCT systems. Raw
data were reconstructed using FBP and 9 iDose4 levels (i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/i7/i9/i11) for SPCCT and 7 for DLCT (i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/
i7). Noise power spectrum and task-based transfer function (TTF) were computed. Detectability index (d′) was computed for
detection of 4 mm ground-glass nodule (GGN) and solid nodule. Two chest radiologists performed an IQ evaluation (noise/
nodule sharpness/nodule conspicuity/overall IQ) in consensus, and chose the best image for SPCCT.
Results Noise magnitude was −47% ± 2% lower on average with SPCCT than with DLCT for iDose4 range from i1 to i6.
Average NPS spatial frequencies increased for SPCCT in comparison with DLCT. TTF also increased, except for the air insert
with FBP, and i1/i2/i3. Higher detectability was found for SPCCT for both GGN and solid nodules. IQ for both types of nodule
was rated consistently higher with SPCCT than with DLCT for the same iDose4 level. For SPCCT and both nodules, the scores
for noise and conspicuity improved with increasing iDose4 level. iDose4 level 6 provided the best subjective IQ for both types of
nodule.
Conclusions Higher IQ for GGN and solid nodules was demonstrated with SPCCT compared with DLCT with better detect-
ability using iDose4.
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Key Points
& Using spectral photon-counting CT compared with dual-layer CT, noise magnitude was reduced with improvements in

spatial resolution and detectability of ground-glass nodules and solid lung nodules.
& As the iDose4 level increased, noise magnitude was reduced and detectability of ground-glass and solid lung nodules was

better for both CT systems.
& For spectral photon-counting CT imaging, two chest radiologists determined iDose4 level 6 as the best image quality for

detecting ground-glass nodules and solid lung nodules.
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Abbreviations
DLCT Dual-layer computed tomography
ESF Edge spread function
FBP Filtered back projection
FOV Field-of-view
GGN Ground-glass nodule
iDose4 Intelligent dose
IR Iterative reconstruction
LSF Line spread function
NPS Noise power spectrum
NPWE Nonprewhitening model observer with eye filter
SPCCT Spectral photon-counting computed tomography
TTF Task-based transfer function

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of death from cancer world-
wide, which explains the recent interest in screening strategies
in developed countries. Lately, large lung cancer screening
cohorts such as the National Lung Screening trial, the
NELSON trial, and corollary studies have emphasized the
importance of nodule detection to decrease mortality from
lung cancer [1, 2].

Conventional computed tomography (CT) equipped with
energy-integrating detectors (EIDs) is currently the workhorse
for lung imaging. Recently, new detectors with energy-
resolving and count of individual incoming photon capabili-
ties, the photon-counting detectors (PCDs), have been imple-
mented in CT systems [3–5]. These detectors, made of much
smaller detector elements than standard CT pixel elements,
achieve higher spatial resolution than EIDs. One important
reason for this is to reduce pulse pile-up effects [6–8]. In
addition, they also weight better the low-energy photons that
convey the photoelectric effect in soft tissue better, improving
the image contrast quality, not to mention the noise efficiency
via suppression of electronic noise [9, 10]. Altogether, these
properties are key features for potential improved image qual-
ity for lung imaging such as recently suggested in vitro and in
human imaging [6, 11, 12]. However, these spectral photon-

counting CT (SPCCT) systems are still under research and
development stage for clinical purposes, with only a few pro-
totypes ready for human imaging [12–15].

Quantitative, objective, and reliable assessment of image
quality is essential for assessing the performance of new CT
technology or systems such as SPCCT. As with all IR algo-
rithms, iDose4 has non-linear and non-stationary properties
which change the image texture (image smoothing) and make
the spatial resolution dependent on dose and contrast [16]. To
account for these properties, IR images are now evaluated
with new advanced metrics based on clinical tasks. The noise
power spectrum (NPS) is used to assess the noise magnitude
and frequency content, whereas the task-based transfer func-
tion (TTF) is used to evaluate the spatial resolution adapted to
a specific clinical task [17–19]. At the end, based on contrast,
noise (via NPS), and contrast-dependent spatial resolution
(TTF), a mathematical model observer was computed to esti-
mate the radiologist’s ability to perform a clinical task such as
the detection of lung nodules [18, 20, 21]. This metric is often
used in addition to or upstream of a subjective analysis carried
out by radiologists from images on patients or anthropomor-
phic phantom [20, 22]. But knowledge of IQ for SPCCT tech-
nology evaluated by these metrics is still missing particularly
for lung nodule imaging.

Therefore, the main purpose of the present study was to
evaluate the image quality of a clinical SPCCT prototype
using filtered back projection (FBP) and a hybrid IR algorithm
(iDose4), in comparison with a standard-of-care dual-layer CT
(DLCT) system. In addition, the best image quality for
SPCCT was determined according to the IR level for low-
and high-contrast lung nodule detection.

Materials and methods

Phantoms

A 20-cm-diameter ACR QA phantom (Gammex) (Fig. 1a)
was used to measure physical metrics adapted to IR properties
such as the NPS (Fig. 1b) and the TTF (Fig. 1c).
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An anthropomorphic lung nodule phantom (QRM-lung
nodule phantom) was used to assess subjective image quality
for the chest, especially to detect lung nodules (Fig. 1d). Two
spherical nodules of 4 mm in diameter were used: one ground-
glass nodule (GGN) with a low density of −795 HU at 120
kVp, and one solid nodule with a high density of 20HU at 120
kVp. To note, we chose nodules with size of 4 mm with
respect to the lung CT screening reporting and data system
[23]. The difference in attenuation between the background
(simulating lung parenchyma) and the nodules was calculated
at 200 HU for the GGN and 950 HU for the solid nodule. Two
configurations were assessed with and without a tissue-
equivalent extension ring, corresponding to a water-
equivalent diameter of 21.3 cm (standard patient attenuation)
and 27 cm (medium patient attenuation) respectively.

CT systems

The SPCCT system (Philips research and development) is a
clinical large field-of-view (FOV) (50 cm in-plane) prototype
scanner equipped with energy-sensitive photon-counting de-
tectors (PCDs) with a pixel pitch of 275 × 275 μm2 at
isocenter, bonded to Philips’ proprietary ChromAIX2
application-specific integrated circuit, relying on the direct
conversion high band gap semiconductor of cadmium zinc
telluride [24]. Each channel offers pulse-height discrimination
with five controllable energy thresholds. Further technical de-
tails are available in previous study [12]. It supports axial and
helical scan modes, tube currents of 10 to 500 mA, tube volt-
ages of 80 to 140 kVp, and rotation times of 0.33 to 1.0 s. Its z-
coverage at the isocenter is 17.5 mm. Hybrid IR algorithm
iDose4 was adapted for SPCCT images. The DLCT (IQon,
Philips Health Systems) was used as a standard-of-care
reference.

Acquisition and reconstruction parameters

Comparable acquisition parameters (rotation time, focal spot,
tube current, tube voltage) were used on both CT systems. It
should be noted that the beam collimation (clinical beam

collimation: 64 × 0.625 mm) and rotation time (0.27 s/rot)
of DLCT were chosen to match the current beam collimation
(64 × 0.275 mm) and rotation time available on SPCCT. The
tube current modulation was disabled because it is not yet
available on the SPCCT prototype.

For the DLCT, raw data were reconstructed only with FBP
and 7 levels of iDose4 (i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/i7) available with the
lung reconstruction kernel YC (Y-Detail) used in our institu-
tion for lung imaging (nominal cutoff at 11.5 lp/cm). For the
SPCCT, raw data were reconstructed with FBP and 9 iDose4

levels (i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/i7/i9/i11) out of the 11 levels available
with the detailed reconstruction kernel proposed for lung im-
aging by the constructor (nominal cutoff at 15.8 lp/cm for a
512 matrix size and a 300 mm FOV). For all images and both
phantoms, FOV was set at 300 mm and a standard matrix size
of 512 × 512 pixels was used.

The remaining acquisition and reconstruction parameters
used for both CT systems are depicted in Table 1.

Task-based image quality assessment

Task-based image quality assessment was carried out using
imQuest open-source software package (https://deckard.duhs.
duke.edu/~samei/tg233.html). This software assesses the
noise texture and magnitude using noise power spectrum
(NPS) and spatial resolution using the task-based transfer
function (TTF). TTF outcomes for the polyethylene (≈ −95
HU) insert were used for the first lesion and air insert (≈−1000
HU) for the second. At the end, to estimate the radiologist’s
ability to detect lesions, a nonprewhitening observer model
with an eye filter (NPWE) was used with two simulated tasks:
a GGN and a solid nodule of 4 mm in diameter, with the
detectability index (d′) used as a figure of merit [17, 18].

The interpretation conditions used to obtain d′ included a
1.5 zoom factor, a viewing distance of 500 mm and a 300-mm
FOV to refer to the visualization screen.

The NPS peak was used to quantify changes in magnitude
and, to assess noise texture, the average spatial frequency (fav)
of the NPS curve and the spatial frequency of the NPS peak
(fpeak) were measured respectively. To quantify the loss/

Fig. 1 a Image quality phantom used in the study. b Regions of interest (ROIs) used for the noise power spectrum (NPS) assessment. c ROIs used to
compute the task-based transfer function (TTF) with the air and polyethylene inserts
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benefit of spatial resolution, the spatial frequency at which the
TTF was reduced by 50% (TTF50%) was measured.

Details of the metrics methodology can be found in the
Supplementary Material.

Subjective image quality

All the anthropomorphic phantom images without FBP and
iDose4 levels were read in consensus by 2 chest radiologists
(with 10 years (R1) and 6 years (R2) of experience) on a
clinical workstation (IntelliSpace Portal, Philips Health
Systems) after anonymization. All the images were presented
randomly to the readers so they were blinded to the level of
iterative reconstruction and the CT system. The images were
read only in the transversal planes because of the circularity of
the nodules. Readers were blinded to the level of IR and the
CT system. They were instructed to assess first the image
noise, the nodule conspicuity, and sharpness using a common-
ly used five-point Likert scale [3; 4] in which 1 = unaccept-
able, 2 = suboptimal, 3 = acceptable, 4 = above average, and 5
= excellent. A value of less than 3 was considered unsatisfac-
tory for clinical use. Theywere then asked to assess the overall
image quality using a four-point Likert scale as follows: 1 =
not evaluable, 2 = interpretable despite moderate artefacts or
noise, 3 = fully interpretable with mild artefacts or noise, 4 =
no artefacts or noise. Finally, they were asked to choose the
best image according to the IR levels for detecting lung nod-
ules with SPCCT imaging.

Radiation dose

CT dose index volumes (CTDIvol), determined for a 32-cm-
diameter (polymethyl methacrylate) reference phantom, were

retrieved from the report available in the CTworkstation at the
end of all acquisitions.

Results

Task-based image quality assessment

Noise power spectrum

NPS curves obtained for all iDose4 levels are described
in Fig. 2, and values for noise magnitude (square root
of the area under the NPS curve), NPS peak, fpeak, and
fav (noise texture) are given in Table 2. Two peaks on
the NPS curves were found for SPCCT, one for spatial
frequencies around 0.035 mm−1 and the other around
0.836 mm−1 (Fig. 2).

For DLCT, NPS peak and noise magnitude decreased
with increasing iDose4 level. Similar results were found
for the SPCCT, especially for the peak found at higher
spatial frequency (Fig. 2 and Table 2). Between FBP and
i6, noise magnitude was reduced by −45% for SPCCT and
−49% for DLCT. Similar reductions in noise magnitude
between iDose4 levels were found for both CT systems
(for example: −13% between i1 and i2 and −25% i5 and
i6 for both CT systems). On average, noise magnitude
was −47% ± 2% lower with SPCCT than with DLCT
for all iDose4 levels.

For both CT systems, the values of fpeak were similar with
increasing iDose4 levels. Values for fpeak were higher with
SPCCT than with DLCT (0.836 mm−1 vs 0.610 mm−1).

For both CT systems, the values of fav decreased as the
iDose4 level increased. Values for fav were higher with

Table 1 Acquisition and
reconstruction parameters used on
the DLCT (dual-layer CT) and the
SPCCT (spectral photon-counting
CT) systems

DLCT SPCCT

Tube voltage (kVp) 120 120

Tube current (mA) 140 140

Rotation time (s/rot) 0.33 0.33

Pitch factor 1.157 1.173

Focal spot (mm × mm) 0.6 × 0.7 0.6 × 0.7

Displayed CTDIvol (mGy) 4.0 3.9

iDose4 levels i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/i7 i1/i2/i3/i4/i5/i6/i7/i9/i11

Reconstruction kernel YC detail Detailed

Matrix size (number of pixels) 512 × 512 512 × 512

Field-of-view (mm) 300 300

Slice thickness/increment (mm) 0.67/0.34 0.58/0.58

Slice thickness (ST) was set at 0.58 mm contiguous for the SPCCT, i.e., adapted to the reconstructed in-plane
pixel size for isotropic voxel size, and at 0.67 mm for the DLCT (minimal slice thickness available). To note, slice
increment was set at half of the ST for DLCT images such as performed in clinical practice. Slice increment was
similar to ST for SPCCT images enabled by the thinner ST
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SPCCT than with DLCT for FBP and iDose4 levels ranged
from i1 to i5 but were lower from i6 and i7.

Task-based transfer function

For SPCCT, the values of TTF50% obtained with the poly-
ethylene insert decreased with increasing iDose4 level
(Table 3). Similar values of TTF50% were found for
DLCT as function of iDose4 levels (ranging from 0.242
to 0.275 mm−1). Values of TTF50% with SPCCT were
higher than those with DLCT for all iDose4 levels. The
differences between TTF values were more marked for the
lowest iDose4 levels.

For the air insert, the values of TTF50% increased with
increasing iDose4 level (Table 3). Values for TTF50% were
lower with SPCCT than those with DLCT for FBP, i1, i2,
and i3 and the opposite afterwards.

Detectability index

The detectability of both detection tasks increased as the
iDose4 level increased (Fig. 3). In comparison with DLCT,
mean SPCCT d′ were 2.2 ± 0.2 and 1.8 ± 0.1 times higher for
the detection of the GGN and solid nodule, respectively, for
iDose4 levels ranging from 1 to 7. For the solid nodule, d′
values of SPCCTwere 1.9 and 2.2 higher with i9 and i11 than

Table 2 Noise magnitude values
(square root of the area under the
NPS curve), the magnitude of the
peak of the noise power spectrum
(NPS peak) curves, spatial
frequency (fpeak), and average
NPS spatial frequency (fav) for all
iDose4 levels on the DLCT (dual-
layer CT) and SPCCT (spectral
photon-counting CT) systems

DLCT SPCCT

iDose4 Noise NPS peak fpeak fav Noise NPS peak fpeak fav
Levels (HU) (HU2 mm2) (mm−1) (mm−1) (HU) (HU2 mm2) (mm−1) (mm−1)

FBP 170.6 20463 0.610 0.522 96.1 1286/4662 0.035/0.836 0.561

1 152.5 16302 0.610 0.520 83.6 1243/3584 0.035/0.836 0.552

2 142.7 14214 0.610 0.519 77.9 1222/3134 0.035/0.836 0.547

3 132.1 12158 0.610 0.517 72.2 1206/2714 0.035/0.836 0.541

4 120.6 10086 0.610 0.515 64.6 1187/2208 0.035/0.836 0.531

5 107.8 8046 0.610 0.513 57 1164/1754 0.035/0.836 0.518

6 93.4 5994 0.610 0.510 48.6 1149/1311 0.035/0.836 0.497

7 76.4 3969 0.610 0.503 37.5 1117/828 0.035/0.819 0.455

9 - - - - 25.3 1088/410 0.035/0.819 0.369

11 - - - - 18.4 1069/228 0.035/0.819 0.293

Fig. 2 Noise power spectrum (NPS) curves obtained for all iDose4 levels and the filtered back projection (FBP) for the DLCT (dual-layer CT) and the
SPCCT (spectral photon-counting CT)
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the highest iDose4 level of the DLCT (i7) and 2.2 and 2.5 for
the GGN, respectively.

Subjective image quality

Figure 4 shows the subjective IQ results assessed by the two
chest radiologists for both nodule types (Fig. 5). For the same
iDose4 level, scores were consistently higher for SPCCT than
for DLCT. Regardless of the CT system, solid nodule quality
was rated higher than for GGN. For the SPCCT and both
nodule types, the noise and conspicuity scores increased as
the iDose4 level increased. Moreover, the sharpness score in-
creased up to i7 but then decreased for i9 and i11. Similar

results were found for overall image quality. Finally, the radi-
ologists defined i6 as the best image for both types of nodule
with SPCCT.

Discussion

In this study, we performed a task-based image quality assess-
ment for lung nodule imaging on an SPCCT scanner devel-
oped by Philips Healthcare and equipped with a hybrid IR
algorithm (iDose4). The outcomes demonstrated that SPCCT
equipped with PCDs had a lower noise level and a higher
spatial resolution compared to a standard-of-care DLCT

Table 3 Value of task-based
transfer function at 50% (TTF50%,
mm−1) for all iDose4 levels on the
DLCT (dual-layer CT) and
SPCCT (spectral photon-counting
CT) systems

TTF50% polyethylene insert (mm−1) TTF50% air insert (mm−1)

iDose4 levels DLCT SPCCT DLCT SPCCT

0 0.274 0.827 0.644 0.575

1 0.275 0.627 0.657 0.591

2 0.257 0.601 0.657 0.621

3 0.247 0.518 0.662 0.625

4 0.264 0.480 0.663 0.670

5 0.258 0.451 0.671 0.697

6 0.252 0.382 0.687 0.714

7 0.242 0.368 0.694 0.743

9 - 0.319 - 0.779

11 - 0.306 - 0.808

Fig. 3 Detectability index (d′) obtained for dual-layer CT (DLCT) and spectral photon-counting CT (SPCCT) according to iDose4 levels for the ground-
glass nodule (GGN) (a) and the solid nodule b)
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equipped with EIDs from the same manufacturer. Altogether,
this resulted in an improvement in detectability on a low-
contrast task such as GGN and a high-contrast task such as
solid nodule. In addition, the two chest radiologists confirmed
a greater image quality of SPCCT and agreed that the best
image quality for SPCCT lung nodule imaging was obtained
with level 6 of iDose4.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to
evaluate the IQ of an SPCCT system for lung nodule imaging
using a task-based model observer assessment. First, the NPS
results showed that noise magnitude decreased with increas-
ing iDose4 levels. These results, common to all IR algorithms,
are consistent with previously published studies [17, 20, 21,
25]. The noise reduction per iDose4 level from i0 to i7 was
similar for DLCT and SPCCT. Furthermore, we found that the

noise magnitude calculated for the SPCCT was 47% ± 2%
lower in comparison with DLCT. This illustrates the benefits
of PCDs for dose efficiency and the suppression of electronic
noise compared to EIDs [9, 10]. Differences also existed be-
tween the two scanners for the spatial frequency of the NPS
peak. Although fav was relatively close for both systems, fpeak
was higher with SPCCT than with DLCT. This shift towards
high frequencies favors the image’s fine structures improving
image sharpness and image details. We also noted that the use
of iDose4 did not influence the fpeak but decreased the fav. The
reduction in fav was greater with SPCCT than with DLCT.We
also noted the presence of a second low-frequency NPS peak
for SPCCT (e.g., 0.035 mm−1), probably related to the pres-
ence of a ring-shaped artifact in the center of the image, open-
ing the opportunity to develop specific de-noising algorithms.

Fig. 4 Lung nodule imaging with spectral photon-counting CT (SPCCT)
and dual-layer CT (DLCT). a–d Ground-glass nodule imaging with
SPCCT (a, b) and DLCT (c, d) with iDose 0 (left row) and iDose 6 (right
row) (empty head arrows). e–h Solid nodule imaging with SPCCT (e, f)
and DLCT (g, h) with iDose 0 (left row) and iDose 5 (right row) (empty

head arrows). Note that a 2-mm-diameter GGN nearby the replicated
thoracic vertebra was hardly visible with DLCT in the anthropomorphic
phantom with the extension ring (full head arrows). Rectangles represent
close-up view of nodules for better analyzing the image quality

Fig. 5 Subjective analysis according to iDose4 level: comparison between DLCT (dual-layer CT) and SPCCT (spectral photon-counting CT) imaging.
a–d Ground-glass nodule (GGN) imaging. e–h Solid nodule imaging
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Finally, the different NPS results found with the two scanners
can be explained by the use of different parameters such as the
reconstruction kernel, slice thickness, collimation (number,
type, and size of detectors) and dose level. Nevertheless, the
parameters usedwere chosen for each platform so they convey
the best image quality for lung nodule imaging, and do not
focus the comparison between the two CT systems on their
different detector types. Second, the TTF results for both low-
and high-contrast inserts confirmed that the iDose4 algorithm
had non-linear properties, which in particular makes the spa-
tial resolution dependent on contrast. Indeed, for the polyeth-
ylene insert (low contrast), the TTF50% values decreased with
increasing iDose4 level and the opposite was found for the air
insert (high contrast). The variations in TTF50% with iDose4

level were higher with SPCCT than with DLCT. It is also
worth mentioning that the TTF50% values were higher with
SPCCT thanwith DLCT for the low-contrast insert, especially
with the low levels of iDose4. Moreover, for the high-contrast
insert, similar TTF50% values were found for both CT systems.
Finally, these results demonstrated that SPCCT had a higher
spatial resolution than DLCT improving the nodules’ border.
Indeed, the d′ results showed that the highest detectability was
found with higher iDose4 levels. This finding is in agreement
with previously published results for iDose4 and other IR al-
gorithms [20, 26]. In addition, we found that the detectability
of both low- and high-contrast nodules was higher with
SPCCT than with DLCT, whatever the iDose4 level. These
results were directly related to the NPS and TTF outcomes.
Altogether with a lower noise magnitude, a higher NPS spatial
frequency and higher or similar TTF values than with DLCT,
the d′ values were higher with SPCCT.

The subjective image quality assessment of GGN and solid
nodule in an anthropomorphic phantom confirmed the NPS
and TTF outcomes found in the task-based image quality as-
sessment. Both readers confirmed that image noise decreased
with increasing iDose4 levels and that noise was subjectively
lower with SPCCT than with DLCT. Similar results were
found for GGN conspicuity. For the solid nodule, the highest
score was graded irrespective of the iDose4 level for SPCCT
and the sharpness score was rated as 4 from i0 to i3, 5 from i4
to i9, and then decreased afterwards. The lowest sharpness
score was found for the GGN, with a score at 3 for i0, 4 from
i1 to i4, 5 from i5 to i7, and decreased afterwards. Therefore,
the overall image quality was higher with SPCCT than DLCT
for both nodules and the highest scores were found from i5 to
i7. Finally, the radiologists agreed that the best image quality
for both nodules was obtained with level i6. According to
these findings, it is worth noting that a 2-mm-diameter GGN
in the phantom surrounded by an extension ring was only seen
with SPCCT, confirming the significant gain in GGN detect-
ability with SPCCT. In addition, this result differs from that
found with the d′ values of both nodules. Indeed, modifica-
tions in image texture (especially image smoothness) with the

highest iDose4 levels decreased the nodule sharpness score
and, therefore, overall image quality. This result confirms that
a subjective assessment of image quality is necessary to take
into account the radiologist’s feeling for this type of image, in
addition to task-based image quality assessment [16].
However, the results found in this study should be toned down
because we used phantoms that did not accurately represent
the patient morphology, the lung tissue attenuation, and the
different structural changes in the parenchyma. Indeed, many
studies have shown that IR algorithms change the image tex-
ture (especially for high IR levels) and the tissue sharpness
and border, which can impede the radiologists in its interpre-
tation. Further patient studies on lung CT images could be
performed to validate and confirm these results found on
phantoms.

Our study has certain limitations. First, the image quality
had been evaluated only on circular nodules and therefore the
IQ may differ on spiculated lesions. Second, the absence of
volumetric assessment may limit the ability to transfer our
findings to spiculated lesions. Third, we did not evaluate the
impact of iDose4 depending on the radiation dose: investiga-
tions under low- and ultra-low-dose conditions need to be
performed. Fourth, we did not investigate the impact of higher
matrix size or small slice thickness which may offer higher
spatial resolution performances with SPCCT. Finally, the dif-
ferent results found for the two scanners may be explained by
the use of different parameters such as the reconstruction ker-
nel, slice thickness, and collimation (number, type, and size of
detectors) despite our attempts to make these parameters
comparable.

Conclusion

A clinical SPCCT prototype outperformed a standard-of-care
DLCT system in the evaluation of GGN and solid nodules,
with improvements in their detectability using hybrid IR algo-
rithms, suggesting a great interest for the use of SPCCT in
lung cancer imaging.
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